“ Learning together hand in hand with our friend Jesus ”

The early years environment is bright and attractive. All areas of learning are well represented
and leaders have invested in high-quality teaching resources that inspire and enthuse children
to learn. Consequently, all children are happy, safe, settled and have fun.
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Key Staff Names That Will Help

Mrs Rachel Mahon

Headteacher
Designated Safeguarding Lead

Miss Sue-Helen Steyn

Deputy Headteacher and Head of EYFS
Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead for
Year 3 and Year 4

Mrs Tracey Flannery

Assistant Head of EYFS
Seniour Yearly Years Educator
Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead for
EYFS
After School Care Manager

The leadership of the early years is very effective. Leaders have very high
aspirations for all children in the provision. From the time children join, they receive
consistently good teaching to help them make strong and sustained progress. By the
end of the Reception Year, children are very well prepared for the move to Year 1.
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Class
Nursery

Teacher
Miss Faith Hay

Caterpillar

Reception

Early Years

Teaching

Educator

Assistant

Miss Rosie ….

Mrs Julie Troy

Miss April Anderson

Miss Safiyah Mirza

Butterfly

Miss Tori McCready

Reception

Miss Lillais Burke

Miss Sarah Kennedy

Ladybird

Miss Zarah …...

What Your Child Will Need

All children in the Early Years Foundation Stage are required to
wear a school uniform which is as follows:









Navy blue sweatshirt with school logo
Plain navy blue tracksuit bottoms
Light blue polo shirt with school logo
Black rubber-soled shoes or trainers with a velcro fastening (no laces) which allow
children to run around safely
Plain navy blue or plain black coat with a hood as the children will be working
outside as well as inside
A bag with a spare set of clothes (doesn’t have to be uniform) and a pair of
Wellington boots named and in a bag to be kept on their peg
Lunch box ( if they are having packed lunch) and a refillable water bottle to keep
in the classroom so that children may drink throughout the day

All of our uniform can be purchased from:
Khalsa
388 Bethnal Green Road
London E2 0AH
Tel: 020 7729 3286

Ocean Designs
10 Watney Market
London E1 2PR
Tel: 020 7702 8881

At home, encourage your child to dress themselves and put on their own coats etc.
In the winter your child needs to wear a warm coat and in the summer they may need a
hat and sunscreen.
For safety reasons, the only jewellery we allow are plain stud earrings.

Please ensure that all belongings are clearly marked
with your child’s name.

Settling in procedure




Reception children - children are to come in full time (first day of term)
Nursery children- over a four week period in the summer term staff
home visit all new nursery children

The home visits are targeted at new full time children entering the nursery and any new
to the reception.
New nursery children will be gradually staggered in over a three week period two children
per day per class.
Any children displaying high levels of distress will be reviewed and an individual settlingin plan will be tailored to meet their needs.
All directed activities will be suspended in favour of settling children for the first half term.

Settling In Timetable for Nursery Children

30 hours Government funded Attendees
Day 1

Visit with parents/carers for two hours

* 8.50 - 11.00 am

Day 2

* 8.50 - 11.00 am

Day 4

Stay on their own for one hour or more if the child
is happy to do so
If the child appears happy and settled then they
can stay for the morning on their own
Child can stay for lunch

Day 5

Child can stay for most of the day

8.50am - 3.25pm

Day 3

8.50 - 11.00 am
8.50am - 12.00 pm

*Please note - this is compulsory
Part-Time Attendees
Day 1

Visit with parents/carers for two hours

*am - 8.50 - 11.00 am

Day 2

Stay on their own for one hour or more if the child is
happy to do so

*am - 8.50 - 11.00 am

Day 3

If the child appears happy and settled then they can
stay for the morning on their own

am - 8.50 - 11.00 am

Day 4

Children can stay all morning.

am - 8.50am - 12.00

Please note - The whole settling in process can be speeded up if the child has
attended a previous setting or if the child appears settled at an earlier stage.

The School Day

Curriculum

The quality of teaching is good. Adults meet regularly to discuss children’s
achievements and plan activities that follow children’s current interests and
needs. Leaders monitor children’s learning and development closely. Staff
regularly review the learning opportunities so that children learn well.
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At St Mary & St Michael’s we provide children with a broad range of interesting and
exciting carefully planned activities, which they can engage in at their own level.
They take part in activities they choose themselves, with access to adult support as
necessary, they spend time in structured adult-led activities and towards the end of
their year in Reception they will following a transition programme to settle and
prepare them for Year 1

Young children learn best through play. Our curriculum is based on this knowledge
and we devote a great deal of time to ensuring that this play is purposeful and
meaningful to the children.

There is a good balance between adult-led activities and child-initiated play
sessions. Adults are skillful in their interactions with the children and know when
to intervene, ask questions and extend children’s learning further.
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The Development Matters Curriculum

Whilst in Reception and Nursery the children are working within the Foundation
Stage and follow the Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum. This curriculum has
four key themes. These are:

A Unique Child
Every child is a unique child who is constantly learning and can be
resilient, capable, confident and self-assured.

Positive Relationships
Children learn to be strong and independent through positive
relationships

Enabling Environments
Children learn and develop well in enabling environments, in which their
experiences respond to their individual needs and there is a strong
partnership between practitioners and parents and carers.

Learning and Development
Children develop and learn in different ways. The framework covers the
education and care of all children in early years provision, including
children with special educational needs and disabilities.

The Three Characteristics of Learning

1. Playing and Exploring

2. Engagement and Active Learning - motivation

3. Creating and Thinking Critically - thinking
The curriculum is planned in a very practical way, and is based around
topics that are of interest, relevant and meaningful to the children. Adult
and child directed activities take place both in the classroom and outside in
the secure outdoor learning area. The children have direct access to the
outdoor area which they use throughout the year and are encouraged to
decide where they work and learn.

Outdoor learning is well promoted. Those children who learn best outside enjoy a
wide range of activities that support their learning and development. Children’s
physical skills are well supported, for example as they climb and balance on the
frames.
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Developing Personal and Social Skills



Try to provide opportunities for your child to mix with other children at
home, in pre-school settings, at the swimming pool, at the park etc.



Encourage sharing and taking turns



Teach the difference between right and wrong



Ensure your child can use the toilet correctly and independently,
including flushing the toilet and washing their hands afterwards.



Teach your child to dress and undress themselves, how to put shoes on
the correct feet and how to put on and fasten a coat



Ensure that their name is written in all items of clothing so that they can
find their own belongings such as jumpers, water bottles etc.



Encourage your child to ask for help when they
need it



Teach your child to open food packaging and drinks
cartons

The early years provision is very effective. Children settle quickly, behave well and
make good progress from the time they start school.
The school is a happy and friendly place to be.
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Developing Motor Skills

Provide opportunities for drawing, colouring, painting, modelling with play
dough etc, cutting out (using safety scissors) and sticking. Encourage your
child to mark make on a small and large scale e.g. Fine and chunky crayons,
chalks on the tarmac, paintbrushes and water on the floor to make patterns,
lines, attempt their name, writing numbers etc.
Play

aiming games—skittles, hoops etc.

Play

games such as snap, matching games

Threading

beads, buttons on to string

Encourage

children to complete jigsaw puzzles.

Your Child Writing.....
Children will learn how to form and write letters
and numbers correctly once they start school. If
your child is keen and interested to learn, then
please teach your child to write in lower case
letters (d not D) and using capitals only at the
start of their name. Encourage them to start at
the top of letters and numbers and to write
letters in one movement.

Children make good progress in writing. A strong focus on encouraging boys to
write is having an impact. Adults make the most of all opportunities to enable
children to write for a purpose, for example in the home corner and on the
pirate ship’.
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Reading and Writing



Take time to talk and listen to your child.



Encourage turn taking in conversations, play listening games, tell stories
such as fairy tales, sing nursery rhymes and songs.



Make puppets and use them to make up imaginary stories. Encourage your
child to role-play and engage in imaginative play.



Make dens using household items such as sheets, chairs, clothes lines etc
and use the den as part of your child’s play.



Share books together. Look at pictures, ask what might happen next and
retell familiar stories. Sometimes point to the words as you read.



Establish a special time every day for quietly sharing a book, perhaps at
bedtime.



Point out and read print in the environment e.g. On signs, notices, in
shops, or on packaging.



Put magnetic words and letters on the fridge and talk about the letters and
the words. Focus on the sound the letter makes as well as the name of it
e.g. ‘S’ - the sound it makes is ‘sssss’ the name of it is ‘es’.



Encourage your child to attempt to mark make and do their own writing
which at first will be squiggles and marks, engage them in talking about
what their’ writing’ says.



Children read regularly in school in different ways . Each week children
read individually with an adult, read in a small group known as guided
reading and children share big books as a class.



Daily structured phonics lessons take place to help children learn skills in
order for them to become fluent readers. You can greatly support your
child by regularly hearing them read at home.

The teaching of phonics is strong in the early years. Children respond very well
to the highly focused adult-led sessions and achieve well. Children develop a
love of books because adults promote reading very successfully both in the
classrooms and in the outdoor area.
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Maths



Sing counting songs and rhymes together.



Count as much as possible - e.g. Count the stairs up to bed, count the steps
to get to the house, count out the cutlery for dinner, count the cars you pass
on a walk, count apples in a bag at the supermarket.



Count out items (e.g. Apples in a bowl), take one away and talk about how
many are left. Count items, add one more, talk about how many there are
now.



Play simple counting games with dice and counters and then progress to
games with numbers on.



Point out, read and look out for numbers in the environment e.g. House
numbers, car number plates, on buses etc.



Encourage your child to mark make, draw sets of objects and attempt to
write numbers.



Look at and talk about the shapes of different objects around them.



Encourage your child to help with
activities such as cooking, helping you to
weigh out items and talking about how
heavy or light they are.

Religious Education

The Diocesan religious education programme “The Way, The Truth and The
Life” is followed throughout the school.
In the Early Years three different topics are introduced to the children each
term, some of them related to the time in the Church’s year e.g. Christmas
or Easter.
Each topic begins with the children’s own experience in order to bring them
to an understanding of some aspect of the message of Christianity.
The Children say Morning Prayer, grace together at the beginning of the
midday meal and say an evening prayer together before going home.
Reception children start to attend Mass with the rest of the school in the
Summer Term.
Every year Nursery and Reception children take part in a Nativity play
which they perform for the school and for parents and carers and at Easter
the children participate in an Easter Bonnet Parade.

Intervention Groups in the
Early Years Unit

We are in the fortunate position of being able to offer intervention groups
or one to one sessions for children if it is required.
Tracey Flannery is the Senior Early Years educator who runs the sessions
planning specifically to your child’s needs.
Previous groups have included; behaviour, building confidence, vulnerable
children, children with specific needs i.e. autism, ‘catch up’ sessions, speech and
language, gifted and talented and for the first term a tears and tantrums group!
One to one sessions may involve children with behavioural difficulties, children
who are vulnerable, counselling, children with special educational needs, children
with English as an additional language as well as one-off incidents i.e. bereavement issues.
The purpose of these groups is to help or guide the children through any difficulties
they may be experiencing so that their early years developmental goals are met
and achieved.
Without question in recent years the biggest group we cater for is speech and
language. Below is a summary of speech and language support and how you can
help your child.
About Speech, Language & Communication Needs
Speech, language and communication underpin everything we do – making our
needs known, expressing our likes and dislikes, interacting with others and
building relationships.
We often take these skills for granted, but many children struggle to
communicate. They have speech, language and communication needs.

A child with speech, language and communication needs may:
 have speech that is difficult to understand
 struggle to say words or sentences
 not understand words that are being used, the instructions they hear
 have difficulties knowing how to talk and listen to others in a conversation
Children may have just some or all of these difficulties; they are all very different.
Speech, language and communication are crucial for reading, learning in school,
for socialising and making friends, and for understanding and controlling emotions
or feelings.
Supporting your children's communication
There are lots of things you can do to encourage children’s speech and language
skills:







Have a special time to talk about the day. Talking about what has happened that
day will help their memory skills. It will also help them to talk about things they
cannot see and things that happened in the past.
Wherever possible, use pictures, objects, puppets, acting, gestures and
facial expressions. This will keep a child’s interest.
Talk about or play games involving opposites like 'on and off' or 'big and little'.
Join a child in pretend play. Let them take the lead. This will help their language
and creativity. Talk about what they are saying and doing rather than asking lots of
questions. This helps their language skills and shows you are listening and
interested.




Reversing roles can be great fun for a child. Let them be
the 'mummy' or the 'teacher'. This helps them to talk about new situations.
Play with and talk about sequences of coloured bricks or shapes, numbers and
days of the week.

Things to look out for:
By 3 and a half years old a child should be understood by people outside the family.
If not, parents should seek advice from a speech and language therapist.
You should be concerned if:

They are struggling to turn ideas into sentences. (expressive language)

The language they use is jumbled and difficult to understand.
(expressive language)
 They are unresponsive or slow to follow instructions (receptive language)
If your child is displaying any of these difficulties then please speak to your GP or
your child’s key worker who will be able to advise you.

Teachers use a range of interesting and exciting materials that help develop children’s speaking and imagination skills. Adults promote children’s language and
communication skills well. They describe children’s actions, help them to speak in
sentences and give children time to respond to questions.
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After School Care

We are able to offer quality play-based after school care in our early years
unit run by our early years staff. We are able to offer the children the security and continuity of knowing the play workers as their ‘teachers’ during the day.
The staff are:

Tracey Flannery



Sarah Kennedy

- Assistant Head of EYFS/Senior Early Years Educator and
Play Worker In Charge
- Teaching Assistant and Play Worker

In After School Care we plan and provide activities and resources that enhance and
support the children’s learning and development through play.
By using play we aim to:


Promote children’s development, learning, imagination, creativity and independence;



Help to keep children healthy and active;



Allow children to experience and encounter boundaries, learning to assess and
manage risk;



Help children in building and maintaining



relationships with others;



Most importantly: HAVE FUN! Play is the fundamental way that children enjoy their
childhood. It is essential to their quality of life as children.

We provide the children with snacks and drinks which they make themselves encouraging
independence.

If you would like more information or to visit the After School Care Early
Years Unit please contact Mrs Tracey Flannery, via the school office and
she will be more than happy to help you.

Healthy Eating

Your child will have access to fresh fruit, milk and water during the day. We
invite parents to bring in some fresh fruit each week which is cut up and shared.
The children may also enjoy biscuits and fruit juice on special occasions. We do
not permit children to bring sweets, chocolate or crisps in to school.
For birthdays children may bring in a fun-sized treat for the children to give (one
treat per child ONLY - NO party packs please).
School dinner
All Early Years Foundation Stage children have school dinner, which they eat in the
dinner hall, sitting round a table with an adult to serve them and encourage
conversations. It is an important and enjoyable time of the day, when children are
encouraged to say "please" and "thank you", use a knife, fork and spoon and to try
different foods. Please tell us if your child is allergic to any foods or has any
special dietary requirements.
Nursery only (Children attending a full day ONLY)
School dinner costs £9.50 per week (£1.90 per day). This can be paid for by cash
or by cheque on Monday morning at the school office. We ask that you seal your
payment in an envelope and write your child's name, class and the amount you are
paying clearly on the front. Alternatively, you can pay on a monthly or half termly
basis or for a longer period if you wish.
Packed lunch
If you would prefer to provide your child with a packed lunch please ensure that it
contains healthy food such as a sandwich, fruit, yoghurt, water, fruit juice etc.
Please note that crisps, chocolate, fizzy, and sugary drinks are not permitted.

Accidents and Sickness

We are very aware of the importance of safety. If your child has an accident in
school, a qualified first-aider will attend to them. The injury will be recorded in an
accident book, particularly if it is a head injury. If the incident is of any concern,
you will be informed immediately. It is, therefore, vital that you provide the school
with up to date telephone numbers and keep us informed of any change in your
contact details.
You will be informed of any less serious accidents when you collect your child at
the end of the school day. If your child is unwell, we will telephone you to come
and collect them.
If your child is unable to attend school due to illness, please make sure you
telephone the school office to report their absence so that it can be entered in the
register. We ask that you telephone on the first day of absence and then, should
your child require more time off school, on the third and fifth day. Upon your
child's return to school please ensure that you give their class teacher a written
note explaining their absence.
It is important for all staff to be informed of any medical conditions your child may
have (allergies, asthma etc.).
If your child needs to take medicine, because of an illness, you are very welcome
to come in to school during the day to administer the medication. The unit also
has first aiders who will administer the medication but only if the medication
needs to be taken four times a day. In this case, your child's medication should
be clearly labelled with their name and class and should always be prescribed by
a doctor.

VERY IMPORTANT
We support the Public Health Department’s campaign to encourage
parents and carers to ensure that their children have the pre-school
booster injection before they start school at the age of five. We would
strongly advise that you make an appointment with your GP if your child
has not received the pre-school booster.

Discipline and Behaviour Management

Children flourish best in an ordered environment in which everyone knows what is expected of
them and they are free to play and learn without fear of being hurt or hindered by anyone else.
We aim to work towards a situation in which children can develop self-discipline and self-esteem
in an atmosphere of mutual respect and encouragement where they will learn to:


Share and take turns.



Be courteous to others, saying please and thank you.



Comfort others who are distressed.



Care for the resources and equipment that they use.



Work and play with other children in a safe manner.



Frequent praise: wink, thumbs-up and clapping.

The Foundation Unit staff believes that praise of good behaviour is the most positive way to
encourage the children to be independent, caring and responsible individuals.
Good communications between all staff members and between key-workers and parents is
the key to ensuring that this positive behaviour can flourish in the Early Years.

How we deal with unacceptable behaviour


Disruptive and inappropriate behaviour will be dealt with immediately.



Depending on the circumstance, a child might be given sometime out to calm down and reflect
on their actions. A child may also be taken to another classroom where they will spend some
time or the rest of the day.



Persona dolls may be used to help the child understand how their behaviour affects others.



Parents will be informed of significant incidents and causes for concern.



If a child continues displaying persistent inappropriate behaviour, the parents will be called in
to meet with the teacher and the Head of the Early Years Foundation Stage.



The child may be placed in an intervention group or given
1:1 support to help them to identify and resolve any disruptive or negative
behaviour.



A behaviour log will be kept if it is necessary and if there is further cause for
concern the whole Early years Team may track a child’s behaviour for one or
two days in order to obtain a clear picture of how the child is functioning in the
setting. This information is often shared at staff briefing and with parents.



If a child uses physical violence against another child or adult at the setting,
parents will be immediately informed. They will be asked to meet with the teacher and the Head of Early Years Foundation Stage. In some cases the
Headteacher will also be informed.



Sometimes an adult may have to remove a child’s pair of shoes if the child
insists upon kicking another child or equipment.



Children will be asked which of the Golden Rules they think has been broken.
This then allows the adult and child a chance to review all the Golden Rules:
1. To always be kind to everybody.
2. To always say please and thank you.
3. To always walk inside.
4. To use soft voices inside.



We also use Stay-on-Green charts, egg timers, traffic lights, winks and thumbs
up to encourage good behaviour.

Children’s behaviour is good. They play together well and access toys and equipment easily.
They respond well to the caring adults and are comfortable to explore all areas of the learning
environment.
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Attempt to diffuse the situation by :


Offering the child alternative activity



Supporting the play



Providing an additional piece of equipment



Suggesting ways to the child/children of playing collaboratively



Deal with any incidents in a calm and controlled manner, supporting the child
in understanding why a particular behaviour is unacceptable and teaching the
child to apologise.



Offer a solution rather than attribute blame. Support children in finding their
own solution to a problem.



Listen to all sides of an argument rather than make assumptions.



Make it clear that it is the behaviour that is unacceptable, not the child.



Ensure that the boundaries set are realistic and consistent.



Try to find out why the child has behaved in a particular way.



Explain exactly what it is that is good or unacceptable about a particular
behaviour.



Offer immediate and specific praise for good behaviour.



Give the children opportunities to be successful and develop a sense of
responsibility and pride, involving them in simple jobs and helping each other.

Working Together

As a parent you have a vital role to play in the education
of your child. We would like to work in partnership with you to best meet the educational
and emotional needs of your child.
What we will do







Be available at the start and end of each day for you to talk over any concerns you
may have.
Inform you of any concerns that we have regarding your child.
Send out regular letters to inform you of what is happening in the Foundation Stage.
Arrange meetings with you at key points in the year.
For three days every week make ourselves available to parents and carers to complete children’s diaries.
Arrange educational workshops, fun days and trips.

What you can do









Inform us of any concerns you may have.
Talk to your child each day about what they have been doing.
Share the books they bring home each week by talking about the pictures or telling
the story. Please return the books on given day.
Talk to the staff about any skills you have which you could share with children in the
Foundation Stage (cooking, gardening, telling stories in your own language, playing
games etc.)
Come with your child, if possible, on any outings.
Support the Foundation Stage staff by encouraging your child to take any problems or
concerns to an adult rather than to behave aggressively or retaliate.
Take the opportunity to visit your child’s class teacher after school to share
information about your child’s progress in their diaries.

Parents are fully involved in their children ’s learning. Right from the start, staff seek the views
of parents and make every effort to help parents understand how they can support their
children’s learning and development at home.
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